JUNIOR WEEK is coming! Every year we forget for a few days the strains and stresses of work, and have a good time. True, the week is too short, but who does not give himself some relaxation. Our time is spent too much in concentrated effort, and too little in other lines than studies. We need a Junior Week, where we can bring association with girls, to give us the polish and smoothing off necessary for the coming term.

Life without pleasure would be empty. The happy man is the one who has intangible things. Junior Week furnishes us with a few days of pleasure and good times, after which, we can turn to our studies, with renewed interest and enthusiasm.

In Junior Week, three days of hectic carefree life, three days with only one girl, three days crammed with dances, shows, and still more dances, we have the one big splash in nine months of hard work. It is the bright spot in the whole year, the goal to which we all look forward. The juniors’ desire to have a good time must never be disappointed. How many can stabilize the urge within them, and stay away? Damn few, if any.

In the outside world, Technology men are known (by reputation) as a hard working, deep thinking lot, industrious as the bee, our mascot. But even bees know a take a splash once in a while. Everyone of us, deep inside, enjoys a good show, a good dance, and a good time. We may be trying for a B. S., but we are only human after all.

Junior Week is coming. The time of all times in the Institute year is but two days off! Although there has been a departure from the usual custom by holding it during vacation week, our enthusiasm has not diminished. The overwhelming demand for Junior Prom signatures and Tech Show tickets indicates our desire. We can feel certain that our fair guests will leave with a lasting impression of a wonderful time. From the opening gun of the last day off of the week, Junior Week is going to be the best Junior Week ever staged. So let's drop off our mantle of care and make our motto: "Out for a good time."